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Probe competition: A head contains multiple probes, only one of 
which can trigger phrasal movement in a given derivation. 

Probe blocking: A probe that typically triggers movement fails to 
do so if it creates an illicit structure by a separate criterion. 

Illustration with movement to Spec,CP in German verb-second (V2) 
clauses. 

Two movement patterns of interest
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Such patterns are challenging for Minimalist theories of Agree and 
movement. Specifically, it is difficult to account for:

§ How the grammar chooses between competing grammatical 
structures. 

§ The probabilistic nature of these choices; not all grammatical 
options are equally likely.

Two movement patterns of interest
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These patterns are best accounted for in a constraint-based 
grammar (Prince and Smolensky 1993).

§ Structure is built derivationally from the bottom up (Chomsky 1993 et 
seq.). The output of each step is determined by constraint interaction 
(Heck & Müller 2013).

§ Constraints are weighted, rather than strictly ranked (Harmonic 
Grammar; Legendre et al. 1990).

§ Surface probabilities of output forms are determined by their relative 
harmony (Goldwater and Johnson 2000).

Proposal preview
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In verb-second main clauses, the first position (Spec, CP) can be 
filled by several types of phrase: a (i) topic, (ii) contrast, (iii) frame-
setting adverbial, or (iv) grammatical subject. 

Diesen Posten hatte er bis zum Ende von Cheneys Amtszeit…
This post had he until to.the end of Cheney’s tenure 
‘He had this post until the end of Cheney’s tenure ...’ (Bader 2020)

§ Context: The previous sentence introduces a position held by an individual.

§ These are typically aboutness-shift topics (Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl), distinct 
from the topic of the preceding clause (Rambow 1993, Bader 2020)

Probe competition in German V2
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In verb-second main clauses, the first position (Spec, CP) can be 
filled by several types of phrase: a (i) topic, (ii) contrast, (iii) frame-
setting adverbial, or (iv) grammatical subject. 

Den Roman Anayurt Oteli veröffentlichte er 1973 nach einer 8-jährigen Schaffenspause
The novel Anayurt Oteli published he 1973 after a 8-year creation.pause
‘After a break of 8 years he published the novel Anayurt Oteli in 1973.’ (Bader 2020)

§ Context: listing of works published by Yusuf Atılgan.

Probe competition in German V2
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In verb-second main clauses, the first position (Spec, CP) can be 
filled by several types of phrase: a (i) topic, (ii) contrast, (iii) frame-
setting adverbial, or (iv) grammatical subject. 

Bis 1750 besuchte er fünf Jahre lang die Volksschule des Ortes.
Until 1750 attended he five years long the elementary.school of.the town
‘Ending in 1750, he went for five years to the elementary school.’ (Bader 2020)

Probe competition in German V2
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In verb-second main clauses, the first position (Spec, CP) can be 
filled by several types of phrase: a (i) topic, (ii) contrast, (iii) frame-
setting adverbial, or (iv) grammatical subject. 

Peter Albright wächst in einem Waisenhaus auf.
Peter Albright grows in an orphanage up
‘Peter Albright grows up in an orphanage.’ (Bader 2020)

Probe competition in German V2
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Frame-setters and subjects in first-position can be pragmatically 
unmarked – neither topics nor contrasts (Speyer 2008; Fanselow 2009). 

Each type of item can occur lower in the clause when another item 
is in Spec, CP.  

The flexibility makes it difficult to attribute all movements to a 
single probing feature on C (Frey 2006; Fanselow and Lenertová 2010). 

Key properties of the pattern
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Spec, TP in Finnish (Vilkuna 1995; Holmberg and Nikanne 2002; Doner 2019)
§ Filled by a DP of any case or thematic role, or a referential adverb (now, 

here)

Spec, AspP in Gungbe (Aboh 2009)
§ Filled by an object, reduplicated adverb, or gerund. 

Spec, Pers/PossP in Mandarin (Hsu and Syed 2020)
§ Filled by a possessor or an adnominal pronoun / proper name.

Other attested cases (suggestions welcome)
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Speyer (2008) identifies corpus sentences where the 4 potential 
first-position items can be separately labeled, and notes which 
item is in Spec,CP.

§ Preferences are probabilistic.

§ Across conditions (combinations of available goals), results 
converge on a single (transitive) preference hierarchy:

frame-setter > contrast > topic > subject

Probe competition
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Speyer’s (2008) preference hierarchy:
§ frame-setter > contrast > topic > subject

Probe competition

Contrast first Topic first Subject first Total

Number 20 9 3 32

Percent 63% 28% 9% 100%

Table 1: Contrast + topic (from Speyer 2008; Table 1)
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Speyer’s (2008) preference hierarchy:
§ frame-setter > contrast > topic > subject

Probe competition

Frame-setter
first Topic first Subject first Total

Number 25 4 0 29

Percent 86% 14% 0% 100%

Table 2: Frame-setter + topic (from Speyer 2008; Table 2)
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Speyer’s (2008) preference hierarchy:
§ frame-setter > contrast > topic > subject

Probe competition

Frame-setter
first Contrast first Subject first Total

Number 12 3 1 16

Percent 75% 19% 6% 100%

Table 3: Frame-setter + contrast (from Speyer 2008; Table 3)
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Speyer’s (2008) preference hierarchy:
§ frame-setter > contrast > topic > subject

Probe competition

Frame-setter
first

Contrast
first Topic first Subject first Total

Number 6 1 0 0 7

Percent 86% 14% 0% 0% 100%

Table 4: Frame-setter + contrast+ topic (Speyer 2008; Table 4)
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However, these general preferences are affected by other factors.

§ Objects can be realized as a d(emonstrative)-pronoun (den) or 
personal pronoun (here, ihn). 

a. Ich habe gestern einen ehemaligen Kollegen getroffen
I have yesterday a.ACC former colleague met
‘I met a former colleague yesterday.’

b. Ihn / Den habe ich sofort wiedererkannt
Him / DEM.ACC have I immediately recognized
‘Him, I recognized immediately.’ (Bader & Portele 2019)

Probe blocking
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However, these general preferences are affected by other factors.

§ Pers. pronoun objects are rated lower (but still grammatical) in 
judgment tasks, even in the same context (Bader & Portele 2019)

a. Ich habe gestern einen ehemaligen Kollegen getroffen
I have yesterday a.A C C former colleague met
‘I met a former colleague yesterday.’

b. Ihn / Den habe ich sofort wiedererkannt
Him / D EM .A C C have I immediately recognized
‘Him, I recognized immediately.’ (Bader & Portele 2019)

Probe blocking
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A more striking asymmetry in corpus results (Bader 2020):

§ Results for sentences with subject topic pronoun er and a object 
pronoun (compatible with contrast or aboutness-shift topic 
reading).

Probe blocking

D-pronoun Personal pronoun 

Object pron. in first position 76% 2%

Object pron. not in first position 24% 98%

Table 5 (from Bader 2020; Table 2.2)
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Although topicalized and contrasted objects can typically move to 
Spec, CP, the movement is blocked (highly unlikely, though not 
ungrammatical) if it would put an object personal pronoun in this 
position.

The blocking property (a combination of person, case features on 
the pronoun) is featurally unrelated to the probe on C (topic, 
contrast).

Probe blocking
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Information structure features are present in syntactic 
representations (Rizzi 1997; Aboh 2016; Baier & Baclawski 2020; Kratzer & 
Selkirk to appear; a.o.)

Further support for syntactic treatment: Other languages with V2 show 
different restrictions on which items can move to Spec, CP.

§ Initial contrast not permitted in Swedish (Holmberg 2015).
§ Intial topics not permitted in Kashmiri (Manetta 2011).

Each of these 4 items can have a dedicated positions in “relaxed” V2 
languages (Hsu 2017 for an overview).

Structural assumptions
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Probe competition has provided key arguments that heads and 
their features are parametrically split or bundled (Giorgi and Pianesi 
1997; Bobaljik and Thráinsson 1998; a.o.). 

Hsu (2017; 2019): In German V2, multiple left-peripheral heads (with 
distinct probes) are bundled in one C head. 

§ Each moved XP type is the goal of a corresponding probe (Rizzi 1997; 
Benincà and Poletto 2004).

§ Probes compete to associate with the [EPP] property on C, which 
triggers phrasal movement (see also Frey 2006).

Structural assumptions
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The state of the derivation immediately after T-to-C movement:
C'

wo
C+T InflP

[uTop] 6
[uContrast]    …DPsub…XPframe…
[uFrame]          …XPtop…XPfoc…
[uD]
[EPP]

§ For illustrative purposes, this figure assumes that all four goal types are 
present, which need not be true in a given sentence.

Structural assumptions
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How does the grammar determine which probe wins the 
competition to associate with [EPP]?

C+T
[uTop]
[uContrast] 
[uFrame] 
[uD]
[EPP]

§ Not to be confused with probe competition in Oxford (2015), referring to 
patterns where one phrase is the goal of more than one probe.

Accounting for choice in formal syntax
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The pattern is particularly challenging to theories where ability to 
trigger movement is an inherent property of probing features (i.e. 
strength in Chomsky 1993)

Probe competition requires an ad hoc stipulation that strength 
depends on context – the presence of competing probes.

Accounting for choice in syntax
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Some aspects of the pattern are captured if features on C are 
arranged in an ordered stack (Lahne 2010; Manetta 2011):

§ C probes are ordered in the priority with which they trigger 
movement: [uFrame]>[uContrast]>[uTopic]>[uD].

§ This does not account for: 
• Probabilistic nature of the preference hierarchy.
• Differences among feature pairs in the acceptability of ordering 

reversals (e.g. frame-setter > contrast preference is more often 
maintained than contrast > topic).

Accounting for choice in syntax
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No prior approach accounts for probe blocking, where [uTop] or 
[uContrast] fails to move topics with personal pronoun features.

However, “do something except when …” patterns are a hallmark 
of constraint-based grammars.

Next: A Harmonic Grammar account of formal and probabilistic 
properties of probe competition and blocking.

Accounting for choice in syntax
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These patterns are best understood in a particular type of 
constraint-based syntactic grammar:

§ Syntactic structures are built derivationally from the bottom up 
(Chomsky 1993, et seq.).

§ At each derivational step, the grammar examines the existing 
structure, and compares output candidates that apply different 
syntactic operations (Heck & Müller 2013).

Proposal
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Constraint evaluation occurs in a Maximum Entropy Harmonic 
Grammar (MaxEnt: Goldwater and Johnson 2000; Hayes and Wilson 2008):

§ Constraints have numerical weights (Legendre et al. 1990), 
rather than strict rankings (Prince and Smolensky 1993).

§ Probabilities of output types are computed from their harmony 
scores.

§ Less well-formed candidates are not categorically banned, but 
less likely to surface. 

Proposal
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We restrict attention to the derivational step immediately after 
verb movement to C, before movement to Spec, CP. 

C'
wo

C+T InflP
[uTop] 6
[uContrast]    …DPsub…XPframe…
[uFrame]          …XPtop…XPfoc…
[uD]
[EPP]

Proposal
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Phrasal movement satisfies the MERGE CONDITION constraint (Heck 
& Müller 2013). 

I propose multiple versions of this constraint, each indexed to a 
distinct probe and weighted separately.

§ MERGE CONDITION (FRAME): 
For each [uFrame] and XP with matching [Frame], the XP occurs in the 
specifier of the head with [uFrame].

There is no constraint violation if no potential goal is in the structure.

Relevant constraint set
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§ MERGE CONDITION (CONTRAST): 
For each [uCon] and XP with matching [Con], the XP occurs in the 
specifier of the head with [uCon].

§ MERGE CONDITION (TOPIC): 
For each [uTop] and XP with matching [Top], the XP occurs in the 
specifier of the head with [uTop].

§ MERGE CONDITION (SUBJECT): 
For each [uD] and XP with matching [D], the XP occurs in the specifier 
of the head with [uD].

Relevant constraint set
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The input consists of the C head with its probes. 

The grammar compares output candidates with each goal type 
moved to Spec,CP.

§ Each output candidate violates MERGE CONDITION constraints for probes 
with matching goals that do not move. 

§ Sample violation profiles for an input where all 4 goal types are present 
shown on next slide. Actual constraint weights to be discussed shortly.

Relevant constraint set
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Constraint violation profiles of different moved goals in Spec, CP:

Relevant constraint set

[C [InflP…XPframe…XPsub...XPcon…XPtop… MERGE
(FRAME)

MERGE
(TOP)

MERGE
(CON)

MERGE
(SUB)

[CP XPframe [C [InflP… (frame-setter first) -1 -1 -1

[CP XPcon [C [InflP… (contrast first) -1 -1 -1

[CP XPtop [C [InflP… (topic first) -1 -1 -1

[CP XPsubj [C [InflP… (subject first) -1 -1 -1
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A set of weights that accounts for the preference hierarchy was 
identified using the MaxEnt Grammar Tool learner (Wilson & George 2009).

§ The learner is fed tableaux consisting of:
• (i) candidate output forms
• (ii) their constraint violation profiles
• (iii) their frequencies. 

§ Concretely, the learner was given the data in each table in Speyer 
(2018), paired with violation profiles of all candidates.

Learning constraint weights
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Constraint weights acquired by the learner:

MERGE CONDITION (FRAME-SETTER) w = 3.45
MERGE CONDITION (CONTRAST) w = 2.10
MERGE CONDITION (TOPIC) w = 1.28
MERGE CONDITION (SUBJECT) w = 0.00

§ Consistent with Speyer’s preference hierarchy, as expected:
frame-setter > contrast > topic > subject

Learning constraint weights
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These weights generate candidate probabilities that approximate 
the attested patterns.

On next slides:

§ Tableaux showing violation profiles, harmony scores (H), and 
predicted probabilities (P) of output candidates.

§ Corresponding tables from Speyer (2008), with attested 
probabilities.

§ Predicted and attested frequencies shown in bold.

Learning constraint weights
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Acquired grammar corresponding to Speyer’s Table 1

[C [InflP…XPsub...XPcon…XPtop…
MERGE
(TOP)

w=1.28

MERGE
(CON)

w=2.01

MERGE
(SUB)
w=0

H P

[CP XPcon [C [InflP… (contrast first) -1 -1 -1.28 .62
[CP XPtop [C [InflP… (topic first) -1 -1 -2.01 .30
[CP XPsubj [C [InflP… (subject first) -1 -1 -3.29 .08

Contrast first Topic first Subject first Total

Number 20 9 3 32
Percent 63% 28% 9% 100%

Table 1: Contrast + topic (from Speyer 2008; Table 1)
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Acquired grammar corresponding to Speyer’s Table 2

[C [InflP…XPsub...XPframe…XPtop…
MERGE
(FRAME)
w=3.48

MERGE
(TOP)

w =1.28

MERGE
(SUB)
w =0

H P

[CP XPcon [C [InflP… (frame-setter first) -1 -1 -1.28 .87
[CP XPtop [C [InflP… (topic first) -1 -1 -3.48 .10
[CP XPsubj [C [InflP… (subject first) -1 -1 -4.68 .03

Frame-setter first Topic first Subject first Total

Number 25 4 0 29

Percent 86% 14% 0% 100%

Table 2: Frame-setter + topic (from Speyer 2008; Table 2)
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Acquired grammar corresponding to Speyer’s Table 3

[C [InflP…XPsub...XPframe…XPcon…
MERGE
(FRAME)
w=3.48

MERGE
(CON)

w =2.10

MERGE
(SUB)
w =0

H P

[CP XPcon [C [InflP… (frame-setter first) -1 -1 -2.10 .79
[CP XPtop [C [InflP… (contrast first) -1 -1 -3.48 .19
[CP XPsubj [C [InflP… (subject first) -1 -1 -5.58 .02

Frame-setter first Contrast first Subject first Total

Number 12 3 1 16

Percent 75% 19% 6% 100%

Table 3: Contrast+ Frame-setter (from Speyer 2008; Table 3)
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Acquired grammar corresponding to Speyer’s Table 4

[C [InflP…XPframe…XPsub...XPcon…XPtop…
MERGE
(FRAME)
w=3.45

MERGE
(TOP)

w=1.28

MERGE
(CON)

w=2.10

MERGE
(SUB)
w=0.0

H P

[CP XPframe [C [InflP… (frame-setter first) -1 -1 -1 -3.3 .72
[CP XPcon [C [InflP… (contrast first) -1 -1 -1 -4.73 .17
[CP XPtop [C [InflP… (topic first) -1 -1 -1 -5.1 .08
[CP XPsubj [C [InflP… (subject first) -1 -1 -1 -6.83 .02

Frame-setter
first

Contrast
first Topic first Subject first Total

Number 6 1 0 0 7

Percent 86% 14% 0% 0% 100%

Table 4: Frame-setter + contrast+ topic (Speyer 2008; Table 4)
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How do we account for the probe blocking pattern?

§ In a constraint-based grammar, this can be due to a constraint 
or group of constraints that collectively outweigh MERGE
CONDITION (TOPIC).

§ However, it is not yet clear to me which well-formedness 
principle(s) are violated by movement of personal object 
pronouns, but not of demonstrative object pronouns (cf. Müller 
2002). Suggestions are welcome!

Probe blocking analysis
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Probe competition and probe blocking patterns support a 
particular application of Harmonic Grammar in syntax:

§ It provides a formal explanation for how choices are made in 
the presence of competing grammatical derivational options.

§ Transitive preference hierarchies, and their probabilistic nature, 
are accounted for in terms of regular constraint interaction.

Conclusion
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Prior uses of weighted constraints to account for word order 
variation, with key differences:

§ The constraint inventory consists of global restrictions on 
structure, not tied to a derivational syntactic theory.
• Speyer (2010) : A stochastic OT account of the same pattern

§ Differences in candidate harmonies account for differences in 
acceptability, rather than frequency (Linear OT; Keller 2000, 
2006)

Conclusion
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Probabilistic weighted constraint grammars can expand the 
explanatory reach of syntactic theory: 

While grammar is not reducible to usage, and usage is not 
reducible to grammar (Newmeyer 2003), some aspects of usage 
can help resolve problems in formal theory, like probe 
competition. 

Conclusion
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Probe competition may be affected by properties of candidate 
moved items:

§ Ex. Some XPs may be better topics than others, and more likely to move. 

These may be accounted for in a Gradient Harmonic Grammar, in 
which input structures can vary in underlying activity (Smolensky & 
Goldrick 2016):

§ Features on goal XPs can vary in activity, ex. [TOPIC]1.0 vs. [TOPIC]0.7, such 
that less active topics incur smaller Merge Condition penalties (Lee and 
Müller 2018; Müller 2019; a phonological parallel in Hsu 2019)

Future directions
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Thank you!
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The problem is not obviated in an analysis of V2 with an 
articulated CP structure (Rizzi 1997).

§ Haegeman (1996): Left-peripheral fronting goes through the specifier of 
the lowest C-projection FinP. 

§ Once one phrase has moved, further movement through this position is 
blocked.

A cartographic alternative?
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Here, competition occurs among the probes of distinct heads: 
[uFrame] on Force, [uTopic] on Topic, etc.

Assuming that structure is built from the bottom up (Chomsky 
1993, et. seq), there is a look-ahead problem:

§ The choice of which item moves to Spec,FinP is made before the 
higher heads with their competing probes have been Merged. 

A cartographic alternative?
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